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WHY WE STAND OUT
Our mission and style

Staying relevant

Our brand’s mission is to provide professionals the tools they need to
deliver authentic innovation in today’s pharma environment, presented in
a way that is straightforward and unpretentious, in a style that is refreshing
and unique. We firmly believe B2B publishing does not have to be boring!

Change is a welcomed part of life and publishing. To that end, we
are always adding to and revising our editorial offerings to meet the
needs of readers. Editorial is a living, breathing part of our brand and
cannot stagnate.
In print, you will notice a refreshed design: modern fonts, edgier
layouts and better use of white space. Online, you will notice brighter
more vibrant colors, clearer fonts, and layouts that map the way readers
use our site.
When brands have longevity, it’s easy to overlook the need for the
occasional refresh. But because the industry we serve is constantly
evolving, we evolve with it. We continue to strive to distinguish our
brand from the others in the field.

Award-winning journalism and design

In 2021, Pharma Manufacturing was honored with the prestigious
Magazine of the Year award from the American Society of Business
Publication Editors (ASBPE). In addition to taking home ASBPE’s top
honor, our Chief Content Director, Karen Langhauser, won a national
gold award for her editor’s letter, and the editorial team won a national
bronze award for their Global Dose department. Both Karen and Senior
Editor, Meagan Parrish, were finalists for Jesse H. Neal Awards — the
highest honor in specialized journalism.
On the design side, you will never see stock-art drugs on our
covers — we strive to stand out. From astronauts to bikers, our
cover themes are bold and fun. In 2021, our publication took
A|S|B|P|E
home three national design awards from ASBPE, as well as
MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
several regional awards.

On-the-scene editors

Our editors don’t just write about pharma from their desks — they
are immersed in the industry. Editors and our publisher attend all major
industry trade shows around the world, along with numerous plant
openings, tours and events. Our editors have also completed hands-on
manufacturing courses. When editors couldn’t get a clear picture of the
post-hurricane damage to the pharma industry in Puerto Rico, they flew
there to see if for themselves. Pharma Manufacturing editors are not
afraid to tackle tough topics — from opioids to vaccine resistance to
pharma’s reputational crisis. And the editorial advisory board is not just
for show — our editors interact and check in with them on a regular basis.
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MISSION OPPORTUNITY

THE DRUG INDUSTRY’S VOICE FOR MANUFACTURING AND OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Pharma Manufacturing provides actionable examples of how pharma
and biopharma industry thought leaders are tackling the most
pressing challenges facing the industry. Critical decision makers trust
Pharma Manufacturing to deliver in-depth coverage of the evolving
pharma landscape to help the industry ultimately increase efficiency
and profitability.
Pharma Manufacturing magazine and PharmaManufacturing.com
are dedicated to being key catalysts for improving the pharmaceutical
industry’s:
• Manufacturing risk scenarios

• Process development

• Manufacturing and
operational efficiencies

• Compliance/
validation programs

• Quality control/quality
assurance programs

• Automation

• Drug development

• Innovation

The numbers
93% of manufactures plan to increase spending on
processing equipment
$8.24 billion - Global pharmaceutical packaging equipment
market by 2022
$396.4 million - Global inspection machines market in 2022
245,577 - U.S. pharmaceutical and medical manufacturing jobs

Pharmaceutical Industry Coverage
Discovery

• Supply chain

Early Phase
Development

• Speed to market initiatives

Late Phase

Product Development & Process Development

The market opportunity

Pharmaceutical manufacturers are investing in their plants. They are
looking for ways to increase efficiency, safety and contain costs. There
has never been a better time to reach out to our audience.
Pharmaceutical manufacturing, research and development is
approximately a $330 billion opportunity. America’s biopharmaceutical
companies invest about $75 billion annually in research and
development in the U.S. and have increased spending on equipment
and technology because of pressures to lower costs and increase
productivity and pipelines.

Tech Transfer / Scale Up
Commercial Manufacturing
Packaging
Distribution
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REACH
Reach by platform

Being successful with your marketing efforts means being successful at
getting your message to the right people at the right time whether your
objectives are to inform and educate or influence a purchase decision.
From our print magazine to our website, and from our webinars to
our eBooks and white papers, pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical
professionals are interacting with the information and insights we
provide through their medium of choice. Given our dedication to our
editorial mission, it’s no surprise that we’re seeing an increase in those
that turn directly to Pharma Manufacturing versus broad searches
for industry specific news, information and intelligence. Our recent
media consumption survey revealed that 70% of pharma professionals
attribute their increased use of trade media to print media and pharma
professionals spent over 70 million seconds reading our content online.
Our team is dedicated to working with you to create, execute and,
most importantly, measure your marketing investment.

Magazine
25,020

monthly subscribers

Website
65,584

average monthly visits**

eNewsletter
14,500

daily subscribers

Social Media
31,979

followers***
0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

Source: VAC Audit, June 2020
**Source: Google Analytics
***Sum of LinkedIn group members, Twitter followers, Facebook
followers, YouTube channel total views

Click here for VAC statement
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AUDIENCE
Pharma Manufacturing’s audience turns to us to keep current on
the latest pharma news, learn about industry best practices, learn
what other pharma companies are doing to be successful and to
look for new ideas. Our audience represents both the strategic
and tactical professionals from all aspects of the pharmaceutical
manufacturing spectrum.

• Facility management
• Engineering and project management
• Quality control and quality assurance
• Research and development
• Regulatory affairs and validation management
• Corporate management
• Purchasing and procurement
• IT

Pharma Manufacturing audience key facts
• 90% of our audience makes final supplier decisions or plays a key
role in making recommendations to buying team
• 72% of Pharma Manufacturing magazine subscribers spend
over an hour per week reading pharma manufacturing trade
publications (15% spend over 4 hours per week)
• 45% of our audience have visited an advertisers’ website after
seeing an ad in Pharma Manufacturing magazine

Industry segments served

• 38% of our audience have directly contacted an advertiser after
seeing an ad in Pharma Manufacturing magazine

• Small molecule manufacturers (big, mid-market and small pharma)
• Biopharmaceutical manufacturers

• 80% of Pharma Manufacturing magazine subscribers have
subscribed for 3+ years

• Contract manufacturers and contract service providers
• Generic drug manufacturers

• 36% prefer to primarily receive/acquire industry information in
print formats

• Vaccine manufacturers

• 33% prefer to receive/acquire industry information in
digital formats

Titles/functions served
• Production and manufacturing

*Sources – Audience Profile, July 2019 and
Pharma Manufacturing Media Consumption Study

• Packaging
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PHARMAMANUFACTURING.COM — DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Visitor % by world region

PharmaManufacturing.com is the online hub for the Pharma
Manufacturing brand. Each day thousands of pharmaceutical industry
professionals turn to us to read feature articles, news stories and
commentary; watch and listen to videos and webinars; find information
on thousands of products; and access our comprehensive library of
hundreds of white papers.
PharmaManufacturing.com provides unique marketing opportunities
to influence this highly engaged pharma audience.

North America

47%
Western Europe

Key Stats*

65,584
102,324

20%

average monthly sessions

India/Asia/Pacific Rim

29%

average monthly page views

Rest of world

* Source: Google Analytics

4%
0
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PRINT ADVERTISING
An important part of B2B marketing, advertising in Pharma
Manufacturing’s award-winning magazine can help you reach
highly qualified industry professionals looking to solve their
problems and improve their processes. Print offers you the
ability to connect to our audience while they are away from
outside distractions and they can focus. There is simply no more
effective, cost efficient way to communicate your message that
builds AND sustains brand awareness with a large universe of
customers and prospects, than by using print advertising.

Print has gravitas ... and a strong brand awareness
influences prospects in their early buying stages.

MARKETING GUIDE

PRINT ADVERTISING OPTIONS
flattened layers (prinergy specs or print optimized), tif or eps. Digital
files should be sent via email to Rita Fitzgerald at rfitzgerald@putman.
net. We do not process native files such as QuarkXPress or InDesign.
The customer should provide a composite laser for prepress proofing to
avoid any reflow or corruption mistakes.

FOUR-COLOR PRINT ADVERTISING RATES (NET)
Open

6x

12x

Spread

$10,300

$9,400

$8,500

Full Page

$5,900

$5,050

$4,500

2/3 Page

$5,400

$4,500

$4,000

1/2 Page

$3,940

$3,050

$2,500

1/3 Page

$2,500

$2,230

$1,800

1/4 Page

$1,875

$1,672

$1,400

Printing specifications

Web offset. SWOP specifications apply. All images/scans must be in
CMYK mode and scanned at a final resolution of 300 dpi/150 lpi. Pantone
colors must be converted to CMYK mode. Proofs are required for all
color advertising. If not furnished, reproduction quality is at advertiser’s
risk. Chromalins preferred; progressive proofs, press proofs, and transfer
keys acceptable. The publisher will not guarantee color reproduction if
the advertiser supplies a color laser proof or 3M color keys.

Special positions
• 15% premium for back cover
• 10% premium for inside front cover

Upload instructions

• 5% premium for inside back cover

• Watch our video on just how easy it is to use SendMyAd, click here.

Classified advertising rates

• To upload your ad using SendMyAd, click here.

Per column inch/per insertion:
1X $125
3X $115
5X $100

Column width:
1 column 2.0139”

Shipping instructions

10X $95

• Shipping labels should specify issue in which ad is to be inserted.
2 columns 4.2784”

• Please use fastest traceable carrier on all printing materials.

3 columns 6.112”

• Contracts, insertion orders, proofs, instructions, communications
and printing material (except pre-printed inserts) should be sent to:

Insert rates

Contact publisher for information regarding Inserts, Cover Tip, Belly
Bands and Custom Content.

Production Manager
Pharma Manufacturing
Putman Media, Inc.

Ad format guidelines

To insure print quality, please send files in the following format in a
final resolution no less than 300 dpi/150 lpi, cmyk color mode: pdf with
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE
Key topics

Pharma Manufacturing provides thought-leadership pieces as well as
actionable, inspiring examples of how industry leaders are tackling the
most pressing process development, manufacturing, packaging and
supply chain challenges.
The editorial content is designed to provide professionals the
tools they need to deliver authentic innovation in today’s pharma
environment — presented in a way that is straightforward and
unpretentious, in a style that is refreshing and unique to our editorial
brand. Our editors firmly believe that B2B does not have to be jargonfilled and boring.
Pharma Manufacturing presents an editorial mix of feature stories,
news analysis, regular columns and opinion pieces about issues
at the forefront of drug manufacturing. Content is provided by
members of the editorial staff, contributing editors, freelance writers
and experienced professionals within the pharmaceutical industry,
including members of the manufacturing, regulatory, academic and
consulting communities.

Plant operations
The equipment, processes and resources utilized during day-to-day
operations on the plant floor
Global Dose
Examining the state of pharma beyond the U.S. birders
Quality & compliance
What it takes to consistently produce safe and effective products that
meet or exceed regulatory requirements
Automation & control
Tools and technologies that reduce human intervention and
transform production
Supply chain
The logistics of uniting all partners and processes needed to
produce drugs

Cover stories

Each Pharma Manufacturing cover story
takes a timely, specific angle within a
more general subset of the industry. For
example, the “state of the industry” cover
story might address the opioid crisis
or drug pricing. The “generics” cover
story might address current efforts to
speed biosimilars onto the market postapproval. Drawing from insight gained
from expert interviews, conferences and
events, and industry training courses,
the editors report on emerging trends,
strategies, challenges and any overall cool
ideas they come across in their travels.
CHEMICAL PROCESSING
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Drug development
Processes and considerations involved in bringing a drug to market
Business & culture
Strategic and organizational considerations

Additional editorial features

The Pharma Manufacturing Innovation Awards are an annual celebration
of new, unique technologies contributing to advancements in
risk reduction, quality improvement and manufacturing efficiency.
The awards, covered in our October edition, celebrate technical
innovation in the categories such as: analytical and monitoring
devices, bioprocessing, smart pharma/IIoT, plant floor operations
and packaging.
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2022 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

Editorial deadlines

12/17

1/14

2/14

3/21

4/18

Ad close, Materials due

1/13, 1/18

2/11, 1/18

3/11, 3/18

4/12, 4/18

5/13, 5/18

COVER STORY

Contract manufacturing
innovator profiles

State of pharma report/
18th annual Career
& Salary Survey

Pharma facilites

Solid dose sector

Trending therapeutic areas

GLOBAL DOSE

International pharma
industry focus

International pharma
industry focus

OPERATIONS

QUALITY & COMPLIANCE

Quality management

CAPA

AUTOMATION & CONTROL

SUPPLY CHAIN

EBOOK SERIES

Retrofitting plants

Building a secure
supply chain

Supply chain digitization

Accelerating the drug
development process

Biopharma manufacturing, 2/23

Preventing drug shortages

APIs/excipients

Outsourcing considerations

Lean and
process improvement

Drug pricing & public image

Pharma predictions 2022, 3/9

Regulatory compliance, 4/13

Contract manufacturing, 3/23

THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP
SERIES WEBINARS

CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Equipment validation

Data managment

DRUG DEVELOPMENT

BUSINESS & CULTURE

Overall Equipment
Effectivenesss

Single-use equipment

Facility trends, 5/18

When the FDA comes
knocking, 3/23
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Solid dose, 6/15

Biopharma workforce
development, 6/21
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2022 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
JULY/AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Editorial deadlines

5/23

7/25

8/22

9/19

10/24

Ad close, Materials due

7/13, 7/18

8/12, 8/18

9/12, 9/18

10/13, 10/18

11/10, 11/18

Biopharmaceuticals

Generic drugs

Pharma Innovation
Awards 2022

Pharma/biopharma
startup environment

Regulatory compliance

COVER STORY

International pharma
industry focus

GLOBAL DOSE

OPERATIONS

International pharma
industry focus

Building management
systems, utilities, HVAC

Packaging equipment

Form 483s and
Warning Letters

QUALITY & COMPLIANCE

AUTOMATION & CONTROL

cGMP Compliance

ROI on automation

Data security

Sustainability/
circular economy

SUPPLY CHAIN

DRUG DEVELOPMENT

Lab automation

Intellectual
property protection

Packaging, 8/10

Supply chain, 9/14

Contract manufacturing, 10/12

Drug development trends, 8/24

THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP
SERIES WEBINARS

CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Drug delivery

Workforce recruitment
& training

Quality, 7/13

EBOOK SERIES

Robotics/AI/VR

Cold chain logistics

Bioavailability

BUSINESS & CULTURE

Small batch production

Automation & smart pharma, 11/2
Best of Pharma, 11/16

The mRNA boom, 9/21
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Pharma innovations, 12/7
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PRINT ADVERTISING SIZES

FULL PAGE
SPREAD

Live area:
7” x 10”

Trim:
15.75” x 10.5”

2/3 PAGE
4.5625” X 10”

Trim:
7.875” x 10.5”

Bleed:
16” x 10.75”

Bleed:
8.125” x 10.75”

4.5625” x 7.5”

1/3 PAGE
VERTICAL

1/2 PAGE
VERTICAL
3.25” x 10”

2.1875” x 10”

1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

1/3 PAGE
SQUARE
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1/4 PAGE
3.25” x
4.875”

4.5625” x
4.875”

7” x 4.875”
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PUTMAN MEDIA’S SendMyAd PORTAL
Putman now offers print ad and eBook ad material submissions through
our SendMyAd portal. With SendMyAd, you will be able to upload,
manage, preflight and approve your ads quickly and easily.
• Once you complete your insertion order, we will send you an email
with a link to the SendMyAd portal.
• Click the link to be directed to the SendMyAd portal where you can
either sign in if you already have a SendMyAd account (through any
publishers you work with). If you do not already have an account,
creating one is simple – just follow the instructions to enter your
email and create a password.
• Choose to upload your file. SendMyAd will flag quality issues that
can affect reproduction on press and it suggests resolutions for
optimal results.
• Through the portal you will be able to preflight and approve your ad.
• Once approved, your ad is automatically sent to the Putman team!
Your account in the SendMyAd portal allows you to manage
your ads.

Pickup in a future issue?

No need to re upload an ad, you can choose it from your SendMyAd
library when the time is right.

Helpful resources
• Watch our video on just how easy it is to use SendMyAd, click here.
• To upload your ad using SendMyAd, click here.
Contact with questions:
Rita Fitzgerald, Production Manager
rfitzgerald@putman.net
CHEMICAL PROCESSING
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CONTENT MARKETING
Content marketing is more important than ever and getting your
message in front of the right audience has never been easier. Pharma
Manufacturing is ready to help you achieve your content marketing
objectives. Our extensive print and digital offerings are designed
to make content marketing impactful, effective and easy.
Our sales, editorial and production teams will work closely with you to
select and then execute the right program. We can help you create new
content in a variety of formats to be published across multiple media
platforms, including an Industry Perspective, podcasts, special reports,
Market Research Program, Advanced Lead Services Program and webinars.
• Industry Perspective
• Podcasts
• Special reports
• Market Research Program

• Fundamental Video
• Premium Content Program
• Advanced Lead Services Program
• Webinars

MARKETING GUIDE

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE Q&A AND SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT PODCAST
We’re offering industry leaders with a story to tell the opportunity to be featured in a
unique Q&A feature that we’re calling “Industry Perspective.” Each Industry Perspective
takes the form of a sponsored two-page Q&A interview between the magazine’s editors
and a company spokesperson on a topic of particular importance and meaning to
your organization and our audience. It’s an excellent opportunity to get one-on-one
with our Pharma Manufacturing editors about thought leadership topics impacting the
pharma communities.
Because each Industry Perspective feature takes the form of a conversation, it’s
uniquely suited to telling stories that are difficult to convey in a traditional advertising
format. Each Industry Perspective feature includes 4-6 questions, together with photo
of interviewee and a supporting graphic. The two-page spread will be included in a
mutually agreed upon issue, and will reach the entire print and online audience of
Pharma Manufacturing.
To get additional mileage out of your Industry Perspective
investment, an audio recording of the Q&A can be promoted as
a special Solution Spotlight episode of our increasingly popular
podcast series, the perfect way to extend your reach across
multiple media platforms.
We also include a digital promotion program designed to
further increase the print article’s online readership. In addition to
the two-page spread treatment in the magazine, we’ll promote
the digital article via a series of digital traffic drivers such as
e-newsletter ads, website ads and social media posts.
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Industry Perspective Q&A

$7,900

Solution Spotlight Podcast

$4,000

Digital Promotion Package

$3,000

$12,900 Total (package pricing)
To view a sample, click here.
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WEBINARS

The Complete Package: detailed leads, branding, thought-leadership
Webinars are our most effective platform for branding, effectively communicating to
a target audience and for generating quality leads. Our Pharma Manufacturing team
will work with you to jointly create and promote an informational webinar to our highly
engaged audience of industry professionals.
Excellent at identifying purchases late in their buying process, webinars are our most
complete lead generation product with exceptional performance in the following areas:
• An opportunity to present alongside our editorial team, offering superior thoughtleadership positioning
• Branding on pre-event marketing, during the evening and post event
• Detailed lead data with each registrant, including interactions with the presentation
• While-glove customer service that handles all the details
• Your webinar is archived for six months for on-demand viewing
Webinars are a great opportunity for those marketers who need to accomplish a lot
with their marketing dollars: lead generation, branding and thought leadership.
Please note: Sponsors/Speakers cannot use VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol)
phone service to deliver their live day presentations. Landlines and/or cellphones are
required for the quality of bandwidth connection.

Thought-Leadership Series

When the FDA comes knocking
Biopharma workforce development
The mRNA boom

March 23
June 21
September 21

Create your own custom webinar

To learn more contact:

Please contact your sales representative to discuss potential topics and to select a date
for your custom webinar.
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eBOOKS

Generate leads and build thought-leadership
Pharma Manufacturing’s eBooks are information-rich special reports that aggregate our award-winning
content on critical industry topics to provide readers with detailed thought-leadership pieces on
the topics most important to them. These electronic editions are promoted directly to our targeted
readership via email.
eBooks are a complete lead-generation package, providing a number of the key features and
benefits sponsors look for, including:

Price:
$3,200 per eBook

• Top of funnel evaluators: registration is required for eBook download
• Branding/awareness: via full-page advertising in each sponsored eBook
• Thought leadership: through association with our editorial content
Reserve your sponsorship early – we limit sponsorship opportunities in this sought after Pharma
Manufacturing marketing opportunity!
Pharma Manufacturing’s 2022 eBook schedule is:
Launch Date

Title

Closing Date

Material Date

2/23/22

Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing

1/12/22

1/19/22

3/9/22

Pharma Predictions 2022

1/26/22

2/2/22

3/23/22

Contract Manufacturing

2/9/22

2/16/22

4/13/22

Compliance & Regulatory

3/2/22

3/9/22

5/18/22

Facility & Trends

4/6/22

4/13/22

6/15/22

Solid Dose

5/4/22

5/11/22

7/13/22

Quality

6/1/22

6/8/22

8/10/22

Packaging

6/29/22

7/6/22

8/24/22

Drug Development Trends

7/13/22

7/20/22

9/14/22

Supply Chain

8/3/22

8/10/22

10/12/22

Contract Manufacturing

8/31/22

9/7/22

11/2/22

Automation & Smart Pharma

9/21/22

9/28/22

11/16/22

Best of Pharma

10/5/22

10/12/22

12/7/22

Pharma Innovations

10/26/22

11/2/22
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Click to view sample
To learn more contact:
Brian Marz, Publisher
708-404-3334
bmarz@putman.net
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PREMIUM CONTENT PROGRAM
Generate leads and build Thought-Leadership

Premium content is in high demand by our Pharma Manufacturing audience. Our white
paper program markets your premium content asset (white paper, eBook, research
summary) to our audience through a variety of marketing efforts – on site listing,
targeted email offering, social media.

Price:
$4,765

Program details

Brian Marz, Publisher
708-404-3334
bmarz@putman.net

To learn more contact:

Once you’ve written your content there’s little else you need to do. We’ll have it
evaluated by our editorial and audience development teams to ensure it meets our
standards for topic relevance and non-commerciality. Then we’ll identify the right market
segment to which we’ll promote it. We’ll make sure it gets in the right inboxes and we’ll
send you regular reports with all key demographic info you need on who downloaded it.
Take advantage of an effective program that provides you with the opportunity to
present your company/solutions in a thought-leadership position
through your association with Pharma Manufacturing AND
delivers high quality registrations generated through an opt-in
download of your content asset.

E-Book:
Intelligence-ﬁrst approach to
manage reliability in
pharmaceuticals

Get your copy now!
Email*

Country/Region*
Please Select
First name*

Industry 4.0 tools can cut manufacturing costs by up to
20%, improve quality and increase ﬂexibility while
making deliveries more reliable. A solid, scalable
reliability and maintenance strategy provides learning
and value justiﬁcation for tackling more difﬁcult
problems. Falkonry's experience from working with
dozens of customers across hundreds of use cases is
that an “intelligence-ﬁrst” approach works best. They
illustrate this approach in this e-book in further detail.

Job Title*

Last name*

Job Function*

Street address*

City*

State/Region*

Postal Code*

Please Select
Phone Number*

This e-book is sponsored by Falkonry.
A valid email address is required to receive a copy of this PDF.

Download now

By submitting this form, you agree to our Terms of Use, you accept our use of cookies, and you have read and accept our Privacy Policy. © 2020-2021 Putman Media, Inc.
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SPECIAL REPORTS

Exclusive sponsorship of lead-generating premium content resource

Price:

Put the power of Pharma Manufacturing content to work for you. Special reports are
sole-sponsored digital resources that combine our best content in key topical areas,
if available, along with your best content related to the topic, and packages it into an
information-rich, in-depth resource for our readers, who register to download them.
Because our special reports are based on Pharma Manufacturing’s award-winning
editorial content, sponsors receive tremendous benefits, including:

Custom

(Typically between $7,000 and
$8,500) per special report

• Exclusive branding and awareness for your company and marketing message
• Superior thought-leadership
• Excellent lead generation and depth of lead data
• Co-branded content asset to use in your marketing efforts

Program details
• Exclusive branding and awareness for your company and your marketing message
• Superior thought-leadership positioning
• Excellent lead generation solution and depth of lead data
• Special reports are excellent at identifying purchasers early in the buying cycle,
during problem identification and solution exploration
• Thought leading newly created co-branded PDF custom asset to use in your own
marketing efforts

Click to view sample
To learn more contact:
Brian Marz, Publisher
708-404-3334
bmarz@putman.net
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PODCASTS SERIES
Solutions Spotlight podcast: Have your company
leader interviewed for a podcast episode

Our Solutions Spotlight podcast sponsorship offers the opportunity for your company
to be the subject of a special, sponsored episode, under the banner of one of our
established podcast series. Each Solutions Spotlight episode is based on a conversation
between our editorial team and a representative from your company—such as a subject
matter expert or company leader within your organization, exploring a topic of your
choosing that fits within the podcast series overall topic. Typical episode is 15-20 minutes
and covering 4-8 questions. Priced at $4,000, each Solutions Spotlight episode is
promoted as part and parcel of the ongoing podcast series.

Solutions Spotlight
sponsorship placements
Your logo
watermarked on
the podcast which
is offered on site
and on YouTube
Your logo placed
on the podcast
transcript page
on site

Solutions Spotlight mini-series: Work with our editors to
identify and produce a series of podcast episodes

Our Solutions Spotlight mini-series sponsorship offers the opportunity for you to work
directly with our editors to explore a topic of your choosing under the banner of one of
our established podcast series. As a mini-series, topic coverage is more in-depth than
a single solutions spotlight providing the opportunity to inform and educate. Typical
episode length is 15-20 minutes.

Your expert
featured on the
podcast transcript
page on site

• Priced at $8,500 for a 3 episode mini-series, each episode is promoted as part and parcel of
the ongoing established podcast series and enjoys all the benefits of being placed within
the established series.

Podcast episode sponsorship: Have your
company presented as the sole sponsor

Episode sponsorship placement

Our ongoing podcast series are published regularly. Each episode features a member of
our editorial team and an industry expert as they engage in conversation.
• Priced at $2,000, episode sponsorship provides you with the opportunity to select episode(s)
from our podcast editorial calendar for which you will be the sole sponsor. Your episode
sponsorship includes an up to 20 second audio advertisement that will be embedded
within the podcast, your company logo with watermark placement in the video versions of
the podcast episode posted to YouTube and on Putman sites. Episode sponsorship also
includes your company name and url with the podcast episode postings to the Putman sites.
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FUNDAMENTAL VIDEO SERIES

Influence purchase decisions through one of the fastest growing marketing mediums – video!
According to findings from The State of Video Marketing Benchmark Study, 90%
of customers are saying that video helps them make buying decisions and 64% of
customers are saying that seeing a video makes them more likely to purchase. It’s the
perfect time to take advantage of incorporating video into your marketing strategy to
inform and influence buying decisions… and generate quality sales and marketing leads.
In our recent Media Consumption Study, 84% of our Pharma Manufacturing audience
indicated that they are likely/very likely to register for access to educational video
content that provides problem solving ideas and practical solutions.
Pharma Manufacturing’s Fundamental Video Series was created to satisfy the Pharma
Manufacturing community’s persistent demand for educational material, delivered in an
easily digestible video format. Video sponsorship opportunities allow your company to
take advantage of a video environment to educate and influence buyers as they move
toward their vendor selection and purchasing choice.
• Each of the Fundamental Videos are 5-7 minutes in length and presented by Pharma
Manufacturing’s editors or other experts in the field.
• The videos require registration to view, and include a three-month program of active
promotion to a targeted audience.

•

CONTROL

Custom Fundamental
Video price:
$6,500–$8,500
Exclusive sponsorship
Fundamental Video opportunity
Select your own topic and date
To learn more contact:
Brian Marz, Publisher
708-404-3334
bmarz@putman.net

• You have the right to reuse

CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Fundamental Video
Series price:
$3,200
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MARKET INSIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM
You have a great product or solution for the pharma market but you are not certain
on how to best position the product or solution TO the pharma market. What should
you do?
Our Market Insight Research Program provides you with direct feedback from industry
professionals through a custom research survey fielded across the Pharma Manufacturing
audience. Our editors then combine your survey results together with an in-depth article
based on the results to author a compelling Research Report.
The Research Report is then made available to the Pharma Manufacturing audience
– creating new knowledge and insight to help influence business plans and decision
making in key pharma areas.

Price:
$22,500
To learn more contact:
Brian Marz, Publisher
708-404-3334
bmarz@putman.net

Program details

Our Pharma Manufacturing marketing and editorial teams work hand-in-hand with you
to deliver:
1. Market Insight Report
PDF format featuring key findings from your custom research survey with an
in-depth analysis article based on the survey results. Includes “Other resources”
section offering your relevant content such as white papers and/or your own
website pages.
2. Feature article
Authored by a Pharma Manufacturing editor and hosted on
PharmaManufacturing.com, the article will summarize your research results, be
featured on the homepage and will include a link for registration and download of
the full Market Insight Report.
3. Summary infographic
Highlighting key research data points and tied to your company’s expertise and
solutions. Infographic will be featured in a selected issue of Pharma Manufacturing.
Put the power of research to work for you with, Pharma Manufacturing’s Market Insight
Research Program.
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ADVANCED LEAD SERVICES PROGRAM
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers do not sit back and wait for content to come to them, they
search for it to solve a specific problem and to keep up with the latest developments in
new technologies and solutions. Our audience is smart, and they want and appreciate
educational content that provides problem solving ideas and practical solutions.
Our Advanced Lead Services Program program is efficient, measurable and
cost-effective.
Each customized program provides you with the opportunity to integrate your content
in to our audience’s research or purchase cycle and associate your brand at just the
right time. Our Advanced Lead Services Programs provide you with strategic nurturing
and real-time opportunity identification that results in a clear ROI, advanced marketing
insights and improved sales efficiency.
• Advanced behavioral analysis allows us to identify prospects
as soon as they enter the purchase or research cycle.
• Strategic content deployment appeals
to prospects at each stage of their
journey and associates your brand at the
right time.
• Automated marketing workflows that
capture and nurture prospects into
opportunities and delivers them to your
marketing and sales team.
• In-depth reporting provides transparency
and allows us to analyze and improve
campaign results as partners in real time.

CONTROL

•

CONTROL DESIGN

• Campaign consultation to identify objectives
• Pharma Manufacturing co-branded special
report on campaign topic

• Outbound program marketing including
targeted alert and enewsletter placements

In-content
CTA

eNews

• Development of all program components
including emails, landing pages, workflows
• Automated opportunity delivery
with full demographic and content
engagement identified

Social

• Program adjustments as needed

Automated Workflows

Pricing:

Nurturing Paths

The Pharma Manufacturing Advanced Lead
Services Program generated 26% MQL to
SQL conversion rate for a recent program almost double the conversion rate achieved
from their own marketing automation efforts.
•

Program Details:

• Monthly program review

See results

CHEMICAL PROCESSING

The objective of a 3, 6 or 12 month Advanced
Lead Services Nurture Program is to provide you
with the opportunity to attach your brand and
identify & nurture prospects during their research
or purchase journey.

• Inbound program marketing including SEO
optimized article on PharmaManufacturing.
com, social promotion

eBlast

Trigger
Articles

3, 6 or 12 month nurture programs

3 months:
6 months:
12 months:

Identified Opportunities

•
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$18,500 net
$25,500 net
$40,500 net
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Pharma Manufacturing’s digital advertising options are perfectly
suited to keep your message in front of our audience to generate
necessary exposure and awareness wherever our audience connects
and engages with us. It’s critical to build your brand and increase
your affinity with the pharma and biopharma community.
• Website

• Welcome Ads

• Newsletters

• Native/Contextual Ads

• Video

• eBooks

Digital adverting with Pharma Manufacturing
is simple, impactful and effective.

MARKETING GUIDE

WELCOME ADS

Dominant branding, positioning and superior performance
The Welcome Ad, sometimes called a splash ad or interstitial, is
the most prominent ad position we’ve ever offered on our site. This
exclusive position appears upon entry to the site, before the actual
destination page is served (whether the visitor first arrives via a
bookmark, eNewsletter link, Google referral or any other method). The
Welcome Ad is a 640 x 480 pixel unit that sits in the middle of screen,
covering the entire page for up to 8 seconds, with your branding and
message the only thing visible.

Welcome Ad price:
One week campaign: $3,250

A distinct advantage

Because it’s the only thing visible on the screen for up to eight seconds,
the Welcome Ad offers an unrivaled blend of benefits.
• It’s the most exclusive branding and awareness opportunity of any
ad position on our site.
• Because the ad doesn’t compete for any share of voice on the
page, it’s our strongest performing ad unit.
• Because Welcome Ads occupy a privileged position on the
PharmaManufacturing.com, Welcome Ad placements are subject
to publisher’s review and approval.
• Welcome ads are served exclusively before any page is loaded for
a visitor. While the Welcome Ad appears, no other items on the
page are visible.
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WEBSITE ADVERTISING

Build brand awareness and audience engagement

Top Banner

Website advertising is an effective way to accomplish two distinct
missions with your target audience: creating brand awareness and
developing measurable engagement. Pharma Manufacturing offers a
wide range of online advertising units to meet your goals, including
welcome ads, billboard ads, in article placements, and other highimpact options. You choose which unit works best for you, where you’d
like it to appear and for how long.

Billboard

• Branding and awareness
• Flexibility
• Engagement with Pharma Manufacturing audience
of nearly 51,000 unique visitors per month

Medium Rectangle

Pharma Manufacturing prides itself on the reporting and analysis
tools we provide to give you all the key data you need on impressions
served over what period of time and click-through rates on your ad.
For materials and specs, contact:
Rita Fitzgerald, Production Manager
rfitzgerald@putman.net

Native Ad
Click here for ad spec chart
and rich media specs
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WEBSITE DISPLAY ADVERTISING
STANDARD AD UNITS (RATES PER THOUSAND IMPRESSIONS (NET))
Medium Rectangle: $150

Leaderboard: $160

Billboard: $170

Welcome Ad: $3,250/week

CURRENT

CURRENT

CURRENT

CURRENT

DESKTOP & MOBILE

DESKTOP & MOBILE

DESKTOP & MOBILE

DESKTOP & MOBILE

300x250

728x90

970x250

640x480

AVAILABILITY
PLATFORMS SERVED
Dimensions (WxH in pixels)
Maximum
Expanded Dimensions

Expansion not allowed for these units

Max File Load Size

60 KB

60 KB

40 KB

60 KB

Max Animation Frame Rate

24 fps

24 fps

24 fps

24 fps

Maximum Animation Length

15 fps

15 fps

15 fps

15 fps

Maximum Video Length

Video not allowed for these units

Audio Initiation

Must be user initiated (on click: mute/un-mute); default state is muted

Hot Spot

Not to exceed 1/4 size of ad. Only initiated when cursor rests on hotspot for at least 1-sec. Must NOT initiate audio.

Z-Index Range

0-4,999

0-4,999

0-4,999

0-4,999

Yes

No

No

Yes

JPG, GIF, PNG, HTML5

JPG, GIF, PNG

JPG, GIF, PNG

JPG, GIF, PNG

Third Party Tags
Formats
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NATIVE ADVERTISING: CONTEXTUAL ADS
Price:
$1,500 per month

PharmaManufacturing.com contextual ad unit is designed for maximum
reader relevance and response. The Contextual Ad unit is a native text
ad that appears in line with the flow of relevant editorial content (see
image) and is ideal for promotion content of high information value,
such as white papers.
Because the content archives of PharmaManufacturing.com have
been painstakingly categorized by technology keyword, advertisers
can for the first time have their content marketing messages appear
exclusively in the context of relevant articles in seven major technology
categories as shown in the accompanying table.

(three month minimum required)

Material requirements

To ensure that your contextual ad is at home in the flow of editorial
content, the PharmaManufacturing.com production team will create
your ad on your behalf. Requirements include an image of the content
being promoted, primary headline of up to 35 characters, optional
secondary headline of up to 65 characters, and destination URL. Each
contextual ad will also include the phrase “Partner with (Your Company
Here)” to clearly identify the source/sponsor of the promoted content.

Content Topics
• Production
• Compliance
• Quality and Risk
• Facilities
• Information Technology
• Development
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eNEWSLETTERS

Increase exposure and stay top-of-mind
Pharma professionals have come to rely upon the relevant news and
informative content that is delivered straight to their inbox in Pharma’s
Daily Dose eNewsletter.
Daily Dose reaches over 14,500 subscribers every Monday through
Friday. It is designed to be reader friendly with a platform agnostic
design. Our one column format is easy to read. Limited ad positions
insure prominent placement of your ad well within our content.
Daily Dose eNewsletter advertising is an effective awareness,
branding and direct response marketing opportunity!

PHARMA MANUFACTURING DAILY DOSE
RATES AND SPECIFICATIONS *(NET)
Position

Creative

Price

Premium Sponsor

Up to 75 characters for headline and up to 350
characters for text (including spaces). Include
destination link.

$1,200**

Featured Sponsor

Up to 75 characters for headline and up to 250
characters for text (including spaces). Include
destination link.

$1,000**

* All character counts include spaces. ** Rate per ad
Note: Copy for newsletter ads will be edited to adhere to Pharma Manufacturing’s editorial style guidelines.
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CUSTOM eNEWSLETTERS

Exclusive thought-leadership in a customized enewsletter

Custom eNewsletters

Pharma Manufacturing’s Custom eNewsletters allow you to build your own customized
eNewsletter that combines our award-winning editorial with your own content to create
an exclusive branding and thought-leadership marketing opportunity.

Price:
$6,000 net

Why Use Custom eNewsletters?

Our Custom eNewsletters offer all the branding and targeting opportunities of our
editorial eNewsletters, but in an exclusive format that allows you to amplify your
marketing message exponentially. Among the key features and benefits:
• Thought-leadership: blend your own content with Pharma
Manufacturing content to add credibility
• 100% share of voice
• Flexibility: you control when your newsletter is sent,
so you can time it to suit your needs
• Drive traffic: Send prospects to your multiple locations,
information and tools on your website
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IN-ARTICLE VIDEO ADVERTISING
Pharma Manufacturing in-article video advertising provides the perfect opportunity
for your video ad to be placed within relevant article video summaries on the
PharmaManufacturing.com website.
Our short-form video article summary is placed prominently at the top of an article
page. Your 10 second video ad will be featured pre-roll or mid-roll in our video summary
for maximum viewership and recall. Only Pharma Manufacturing can offer this unique
opportunity and exclusive and prominent placement of your ad within our original
video content.
Don’t have video ads yet? Not a problem. Our team can work with just your company
logo and brief description to allow you to take advantage of this exclusive and exciting
new video advertising opportunity.
For just $3,000, your 10 second video ad will be placed in our short-form video article
summary prominently on our article page for 3 months.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
SALES TEAM

EDITORIAL TEAM

Brian Marz, Publisher

Karen Langhauser, Chief Content Director

(708) 404-3334
bmarz@putman.net

Michael Connaughton, Regional Sales Manager
(513) 543-6432
mconnaughton@putman.net

Faith Zucker, Regional Sales Manager

klanghauser@putman.net

Meagan Parrish, Senior Editor
mparrish@putman.net

MATERIAL & LOGISTICS

(216) 299-1358
fzucker@putman.net

Rita Fitzgerald, Production Manager

Greg Zamin, Regional Manager

Carmela Kappel, Publishing Services Coordinator

(704) 256-5433
gzamin@putman.net

rfitzgerald@putman.net

(773) 590-0243
ckappel@putman.net

David Fisher, Regional Manager
(508) 369-6330
dfisher@putman.net

www.PharmaManufacturing.com

